SPORK: adventures into the liminal

UBC Spring 2021, Arch 501/540
led by Thena Tak, ttak@sal.a.ubc.ca
P: between two things, 3 weeks
P2: between two other things, 6 weeks

Down
1. Place to de-shoe
3. Is it black and blue or gold and white?
5. The Little...
8. Sleeping thoughts
9. Between the sidewalk and the front door
11. The awkward pre-adult
13. The time spoon and fork hit it off with fork
15. A haircut that is both short and long
17. Not quite, but close

Across
2. Bull’s head, man’s body
4. Strung between two trees
6. Ruler of The Upside Down in ST
7. Mad snake hair
10. Nolan’s bookshelf as a dimensional portal
12. Translucent beings, neither living nor dead
14. Between a truck and a car
16. Slush-fest of both land and water
17. Urban gaps
18. Between two-way roads